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Too phased (faced) 

 

 

 

So can you see right through my face, and face me down to break  this breakdown, this is mechanical it's more than 

just a phase now. I'm about to fade out. I hate how, irate electric scandals make my place foul. And so I'll  sacrifice 

my PayPal. The brightest lights always seem to burn the strongest. What's wrong it's some musical chairs...What's a 

music career, I poured my heart into to this poetry, what's this music to care. Not fair, nah well our hour is upon us. 

Can you honor this armor, or will your chain mail fail to prevail. Stay baked like kale, I'm about to set sail. Drink 

ale, and all ales away. Safe to say, I can pray through the fray and find a better way. Keep changing, rearranging 

satisfactory arrangement, deranged range too hard to hit that target embarking on the oddest of odysseys on the 

seven seas. 

 

  

(Chorus)  

 

So can you see right through my face 

Because you do it everyday  

And it always sounds the same 

 

So can you see right through my phase  

So can you see right through my phase  

 

 

So now im barred because I'm part of the kickback of riff raff. Some quick facts to sift through your shit craft while 

you tell me now I need to get my shit back. you've got a list of reasons why you can say that I'm two faced, I'm not 

too phased how well can you see right through my new face I do trace, it's duly noted I truly own  it. I truly hone in 

on the moment and own it. Time to be potent and to focus on these details, these spreadsheets, these manuals and 

emails. I mean it's true you can depart to deeply isolated parts of you. Just don't expect then for the universe to 

pardon you have to try your hardest too. It's not ideal but I'm a realist and I'm reeling in the symptomatic feelings of 

the state that I've been looming in. Hello again, angels grab me by the throat alope and hope  I'm home 

again.  Steady posted in my lotus den ion a frozen zen.  

 

(Chorus)  

 

So now I’m building up my fuck you money and these chill zibes. Yeeee I'm sitting in the bitch seat i still think it's 

been an ill ride im just trying to decide if I should pace through space or just blast by. My favorite past time is 

finding ways to never pass time foolishly. I don't need a million dollar whip and gold jewelry but some silver'd be 

cool with me. The best conductor been conductive to my energy. So I'll let that rock on my chest. Rest blessed best 

test this mess is inoperable. When it's all innuendos, so detrimental this shit will make you mental. So take this skin 

and this face off face soft flesh and I face off, because first off. This is a offering, wont be the last time I'm soft and 

when I ascend just pretend you know my name then, like you do now. Or you did for a fleeting rift.  
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Just, for the hell of it 

And for the hell of it 

In my next lifetime I'll be Celibate  

Because the pussy is irrelevant 

I think about the girls that I've had and me telling them. You really love this dick because I'm feminine. You really 

love my mind because I’m genuine.  

 

they  never understood what I'm selling them, I felt the warmth of your heart and I fell right in. Right about then 

they'll stick the venom in. Tryna set a women's precedence for relevance. Yea I get it but well im the real feminist 

because I take your soul for what it is, never tryna fib ya or rid ya of your self confidence. I'm just a kid, keep my 

headphones in for a min, while my head goes spin like a textile, Read ya text while I'm with a boys and they wonder 

why I'm all smiles I am just a child and I'm riled up. Containing all of this emotion that I've piled up, the love potion 

in the vile be some vile stuff, imma make you blush from this wild love but your still in denial hush. It's kinda hard 

tryna sift through my path  when my heart goes boom, and my head goes clack.  

 

Impulsively I act to fast convulsively your acting rash, so I pass... stack my cash and I'm back on. I'm just trying to 

get my fill, Somebodies gotta love me through my ugly build. And if nobody will, I will I'm done being the easy kill. 

I know how much my heart can heal I've seen just how the scene gets filled. I've got the passion of fire to a spoon, 

and the motion of a wave as it crashes from the pull of the moon. Soon you'll swoon. 

 

 I used to think your kiss would lift me up like amphetamines, until I realized she had no content like some celery, 

awoke to find a better dream and better me. I realize now that everything I felt i spoon fed to me.  

 

That practice is the ration of a masochist, oh no I know I asked for it. (No way I fucking asked for it) Fuck this 

feeling I get blasted I get trashed I collapse and then at last I fasten and I own it this is part of me. You see...I'd 

probably let you kick me in the teeth  

I'd still give you all you need  

love you dearly and I'd always be discrete. Never joking with homie bout the business in the sheets. No kiss and tell 

this is you and me. She told me, nick you're not a poet You’re a saint so I wrote her out her eulogy, I guess I can be 

very mean.  

 

 

May I mayfly, ask why if these lives truly coincide have I tried to warp time in the fabric of an askew dignity.  

I don’t believe in goodbyes or endings or finishing, I only believe infinity.  

Silk fingertips across the ivory with less deception and less definition. All sounds colliding from every angle like 

refracted microwaves, painting a coincidentally constructive and destructive rendition of frequencies. Something 

like a memory, quenching feelings like thirst upon a first kiss. All preconceived notions were voided and I toyed 

with the concept of being bigger than life itself like, life itself lights itself up in the sky as the North Star is ripped 

from its seat born by the heathens of heaven. Ostracized for strength, or ...justice. For the rustic faith of some sap 

barely relinquished from the sweating bark. The spark I've soaked through all my poetry in reference to an 

addendum to our shared reality. Call it what you want; but we are working through our fallacies. So hell? Well 

who's to say.  

(But I think it’s bullshit and, no I know it’s bullshit so why you wanna, how you gon keep pulling that love away) 
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All this fucky 

 

So what if I never made the perfect host, I'll be everywhere at once just like your Holy Ghost. I feel the passion of 

this life I chose, keeping traction from my zeitgeist prose. Nobody knows, it's like you cover up the sun and act 

surprised you froze, while I'm still. And these days go by I feel the shivers and I'm glad their mine. I don't mind 

being fundamentally different I'm an obscurity Ive found that purity is farfetched. But we will get what we long for. 

As long as we're on for the long ride and we're honest and I promise I don't mind being strong if somebody has to. I 

just can't understand being made out to be the bad dude, My bad dude I had to, some people only ever understand 

when the hits lands. Some stand, some knock you fucking over but I still lend my hand and my heart, and my blood 

and my art. and that's hard. But If my skins just souvenirs then I'm keeping my scars. Because I'm proud of me, the 

moon sure fucked me up but you never hear me howling.  

 

(All this fucky in my head) 

 

Lunatic nah I hollowed and followed that, Hallucinations and sensations best believe that I believe all of that.  How 

can I explain what I've seen in the rain, that I'm akin to the wind, or the way the crux of a wave gently rocks me. Yea 

I hear the earth talking so mock me. See if your friend talks like a shaman then he's probably just a schizo, yup that's 

just it though. 23 with 4 publications and master degree, who are you to try laugh at how I think yo. You probably 

think slow, you probably think so practically when actually the truth is within you. I never wanted to be a warrior 

but fuck the west, you'd rather watch Kanye blow his ego then to trust a true poets breathe. No this is not my best, 

there's a page of swords in my heart and a knot in my chest. How many years before I stiffened my neck and said the 

worlds not fucking biased what you gives what you get. ...Yes,  

call me self righteous because I know that I'm blessed, and I love to be me,  

even if I play the idiot.  

I'd still jump into this...flesh if the choice was mine. Because this voice is mine, I'll use this hoisted time and find I 

can breakdown every notion that I'm meant to climb. I'm too kind with no spine I'm aligned to unwind and I'm 

fine.....these things happen. The concept of being logical is all about rations but you can not divide your fractions the 

teachers barely pass em yet the safety net assures some children's futures happen imagine. You probably can't from 

the third world, it's a cold world. True but the free worlds chrome and all the sleekness leaves a sickness and we 

can't find home.  

(All this fucky) 

 

Another sanction, a regulation, the presidents a narcissist our senators praise him. It's all about to cave in. 

Reluctance to change is exponential this energies potential is essential to the culture and our mental health. The last 

chanve lingers on a threaded faith tell me is it worth the wait, as we placate refracted rays and i retract all that I say, 

because as I'm spitting this I realize I'm a hypocrite that I'm the idiot, speaking of the light with which I'll never be 

quite intimate. 3 with 8 zeros when I finish this and what do you see do you seek do you preach and you reach for. 

It's time you step down from your shrouded ground and touched that thorny crown. It's all vibrations light and sound 

and here and now.  

(All this fucky) 
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Never catch me 

Chorus 

Youll never catch me squeezing out tracks like dumps. My raps they write themselves, they're done when they're 

done.  

(2)You'll never catch me flying too close to the sun, I know my wings are wax I've seen em undone. 

(3)You'll never catch me on the curb my neck wrung 

The bird who sung is now collecting the dung.  

 

So I want to dedicate this one to those eradicated. The ones disintegrated, can't keep up or chase these pavements. 

Your not the only ones with clenched jaw and frayed sleeves. Who shake often never take leave. There's nothing 

wrong with you Id argue that you're more in tune. Because the earths the one your body listens to. And yea she 

quivers too. 

 

Fuck society, but not human companionship how the hell you gonna sink and swim and drive this ship. This life's 

busted my lip, my sea legs seem to barely fit. This lack of oxygen y'all locked me in this barren crypt. I'm ill 

equipped and yet I'm ill I'll quickly skip to fin and take a dip. The waters cold enough to shock me Fuck I'm jumping 

in. These carbon clones finally stood up and said something. 

 

Enough is enough 

What will be will be 

It is what it is and that's that. 

And I'm like yea.... you always have the best input. Fresh perspective  

(2) Chorus 

 

You can find her in the dark in your garden. You can beg her for your pardon, but part of me. Knows that she's 

relentless in both love and grief. You always seem to see the light in overcoming weak. Oh you're the strong one? 

thanks I didn't realize this was a favor neighbor  

nay sir. Your proposal is preposterous and often it's the ones looked at like scum who rock the drum to a beat that 

we eventually become. Because eventually we're one, temporarily undone for a walk under a sun. I am hinting at an 

epitaph. It starts at the tip of the spine and it finds, its way to the main Brains frame and it frames me. Yea it's cool 

man blame me, it's been a lame week. It's been the same week as last week so finally I asked me. What role am I 

inclined to cast me 

(3)Chorus 

 

Inclined to be attracted to the places I'm uncomfortable. Kinda like..: curiosity kills the cat. In fact, when it comes to 

conversation, miscommunications where it's at. And it's fine shit, I got nine bitch. I'd bet the best way to learn is 

rapid adjustment of your climate. Right through the walls while the light is busy buffering. When I find the nerve to 

open up again: That's when I really let my blessing in. Well there's no question then I taught to myself to speak with 

my fingers to eat whatever's on the menu for my dinner, and catch whatever you throw my way but my way. 

I'm  doubting any passenger on my train of thought is ever gonna find me. Wheres the conductor can you feel that 

This is real rapping real facts no fake have my silver blood and eerie touch. My clearly love but still tough when you 

need a shove.tryna find a little hay in the needle stack, I don't even need the math. Some tracks you can't cover. Most 

days I really only need a buzz that's when I mayfly that's when I have a great idea to only punch lines. Unbust eyes 

that adjust to find just minds in tough times that can see I'm in the middle of the rabbit hole undecided on both sides. 

So I'm offsides on both sides, and I prefer the dark. But I can't remember my start I came to leave some mark and. I 

have no idea where I'm parked and although my visions poor this is my vision spore. The very reason I've 

envisioned more. And although consistently anxious have the firmest position in this mission.   But are you ever 

gonna listen? I am the medium the middle child the regular the not too loud the and not to quiet cup of Porridge that 

was just right. But I bet those bears will still devour me and proudly hang my head up their wall or as their 

centerpiece. Life is a feast and yea we all expect a seat, but eventually we're cannibals and someone here's gotta 

have beef and it ain't me. Hopefully my truth breaks through the light of day to see enlighten may. we finally find 

the mind is mine and mines the mind that made my mind mind this time. But you'll never catch me 
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Filthy 

 

You're acting pretty jaded, I'm faded trying to figure how to say this. And I'm laymen's you're lame and well you're 

never gonna be famous. So where the hell’d you get the idea that you worth a heap of anguish. Look at my face and 

what I'm facing. I'm filthy I got the type of eyes you'll always look Way way away from. Yea until I save em.  

 

Right, So don't pretend to be fond of me ...bunch of psychologists prodding me. ..They're just curious, well I'm 

furious all of these voices like a psalm or a song to me  there's absolutely nothing fucking wrong with me.  

 

I should say that again. I don't know why that took so long for me. Probably, because the way I view this world 

which has filled me with obscurity and purity. Also has a tendency to render insecurity. I get so blurry I wouldn't go 

as far as to say I'm ever sober fully. Sometimes the shutter pulls me. I come undone by my own stunt, but I would 

never let my demons go because I know them, and I own em and they know me. Ask my about homies. Say what 

you want, youre not less crazy you just haven't been caught. You would have broken in too But you haven't been 

rocked, I can't understand for one moment the way the that you talk. Thing is you never speak, you just creep toward 

the sound of the screech. Somehow lived a whole life always with something to eat. But you don't hunt, you don't 

work you just lurk and act curt. Thats not cute, how has nobody devoured you, they just empower you. That's how a 

coward moves. For an hour or two now I'm listening to the owl too. Let that wisdom burn to truth. You just ignore it 

and exhibit another clever excuse oh wise one what a sorry excuse, don't you know that all this trouble could be 

gone in a poof. I could have hit your back back what goes around comes around but here we only get it down. The 

stars made a soldier now times about to hold it down while some astral force enshrouds me and displays the crown. 

King me, checker out, jack this queen thinks she's got me with the spade to the heart. What a terrible art, well I must 

be a Texan the way I held em while we running through cards. The took the fool out the deck, they took the snap out 

my neck. Took the words from my breath and I slept. But never slipped. Unless you know that falling overs in 

my  baggy of tricks. I put the lid on it hush, I don't need a being to trust, or to lust never a must. Niche market of 

nirvana or bust. I'm at the cusp, so they fuss. Believe it or not we act rash when divinities in front of us. So we set it 

back. At this point I'm just wondering how and why my soul came back, I don't really need this crap nah all I really 

needs a thick rap for eternity. You know what?! I'd like to see you find a zen friend quite as stern as me.  

 

I'm such an arrogant fuck, but I don't believe in good genetics or you Arayan fucks, all model brod bitches with your 

earrings and such. Forced synthesis breaks down I've seen that clearly in rust it clearly erupts and all those childish 

games man was it worth all the fuss for just a touch... of all the earthly pleasure chose the filthiest one. You filthy 

fuck get your hand out of my cup, you couldn't have this even if I did have it. but it's empty yo you gave it all up.  
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Clairvoyance  

 

Sporadically, he fiddled back to the flush darkness. He's the type to preach to strangers when the mood strikes, or 

cackle lively to the sky. he bites his lip. Accepting every heart wrench is not a failure. He alone dug this from the 

dips and valleys of his sturdy heart. Unshook; fate is not a page in this open book, it's a suggestion. Finding what 

you want is not the same as getting it. There is no difference in the two sides of this spectrum. Pain from truth is 

growth, love from truth is growth. One foot stuck in the mud of this fearful stagnation, these children miss the 

daze... assuming something grand lies on the other side. Lies! On the other side, I sit in supreme silence, fixated on 

this feeling.  

 

Since when do this poets words fall short of truth? Talk less to truly speak then cold one. Let me warm you..I 

wanted to keep my skin and blood, but I do not need to. I am weary to place need in my vocabulary, so I knead 

through my vocabulary in search of something more profound. but I am long since longing for something I was sure 

I am not right for. Right, for here in my stillness it is clear to me. Yet I can not stay here, I am bid by the tides.  

 

To the moon I am but a candlelight, but where she burns illusive I am my own flame. Emotional but grounded. She 

changes course abruptly and says see we are out of phase, miss-understanding The doppler affection, has no effect 

here. Logic has no traction, and the veil becomes more shrouded in your tender delusion. Alas I stick to mine, I must 

look hurt from your perspective. but it is askew, I go as far as will will, and it has taken me past all expectation.  

 

Ask and you shall receive, receive and you shall lose, lose and you will find again you are but one in the field of fog. 

It is scary and I get that, but I am tired of weeping for the world. I cannot help where egoic pride confuses strength 

for power and longing for need. But the foundation I have laid for my intention is firm and everlasting. I read the 

patterns in the sand as you kick past them. I just want to show you which direction takes you closer to home. Soon 

enough I will Drift back into the vast space of my emptiness and be awoken by the familiar grace. If I could be 

formless. If I could be light itself. Yet you say "too much" and you say too much. Sheltering real beauty to the cage 

below the plexus.  

 

Something rumbles in my belly and it troubles me, humbly I realize that I need to once again uncover me, and that 

of course means writing. Struck by words like lightning. I could easily be viscous and frightening and yet I'd rather 

be enlightening. My life unwinds itself and I pull the thread through every web in my palm and read it. Scorched by 

the force of this sorcerer, you are not the first to place those words on me. I doubt you'll be the last. You'd like some 

grand explanation but it's a truly simple principle. If you always speak the truth then your word will be invincible. 

And when you lie, and block your eye you are invisible, at least in my plane. And caviars not worth the wait of 

never finding the love in pain. Grace is worth chasing for, I mean it is the only thing worth chasing for. Don't let 

delusion ruin you. Don't get confused I'm begging you, the key to sight is feeling right so don't ignore that instinct. 

Even the empress of intuition needs to listen or it doesn't make a difference. For every time I wished I had some new 

sneaks or new teeth, or could speak, was less weak, had a feast, or just someone to hug me and love me, yea I spent 

a lot of time feeling infinitely ugly. The truth is that the Beauty we seek Is skin deep, true beauty is in empty space 

and hard to conceive.  It require some digging so dig in... why insist on perfect pigments. This world is figment, and 

it is perfectly befitting to individual persistence, roll with the punches, learning is all there is to living. We can make 

this easier and feasible for our brothers. We're walking backwards but the darkness is a means to then uncover. Well 

can you see it? Do you see this? Empathetically  conceiving thwarted consciousness in the distance. But it is living I 

can feel it's breath. I can taste the stench of death as it lingers and you rest lest you let it go only a part of you this 

form is just a decimal. It's foolish then to feel detest you know. Even for the worst of us, the curse is an idea that 

you've idled for many centuries. One love strangled in spider silk and dripping in clairvoyance.  

 


